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Abstract 
Anick, D.J., The Adams-Hilton model for a fibration over a sphere. Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 75 (1991) l-35. 
Let F-+ E- S”” ’ be a fibration, where E is l-connected and m 2 2. We show how the 
Adams-Hilton model for the total space can be expressed succinctly in terms of the Adams- 
Hilton model for the induced map p : 9” x F --* F. We also explore how the Adams-Hilton 
model for F may be deduced from knowledge of the model for E. Lastly we examine certain 
iterated relative Samelson products in the mod p homotopy of F. and we extend the work of 
Cohen. Moore, and r\;+endorfer concerning the fibers of pinch maps. 
1. Introduction, sum-nary, and notations 
The Adams-Hilton model [2] d(X) f or a simply-connected space X is a 
powerfu! ?nd in the author’s opinion underutilized, topological invariant. It 
offers a natural tool for attempting to generalize the methods and results of 
rational homMopy theory to nonrational spaces and maps, and it provides an 
ideal way to work with the Pontrjagin ring of a loop space. Although various 
general facts are known about how to compute or determine d(X), the relation- 
ships among the models for the fiber and total space and base of a fibration have 
never been systematically studied. This paper ascertains d(E) in the case of a 
fibration over a sphere. Consequently, knowledge about d(E) can now be 
deduced from information about d(F) and vice versa. 
Let us explain briefly the context in which this paper occurs and announce some 
important consequences of it. This paper is part of a program to understand the 
indccomposable pieces that occur as factors in the loop space on a finite complex. 
In [lo] Cohen, Moore, and Neisendorfcr constructed an H-space T”‘+ ’ ( p’} 
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which is (with one exception) the atomic factor of fi~2’fi’(p”) that carries the 
lowest-dimensional nonzero homotopy group, where P”‘+‘( p”) denotes the 
mod pr (2n + I)-dimensional Moore space. The spaices Tzrfi’ { p"}, together with 
certain other familiar atomic H-spaces, suffice to factor L!X completely, for a 
wide range of finite complexes X. (For this approach to be successful we first 
localize away from a finite set of exceptional primes for X.) However, many X are 
_ not amenable to such a decomposition at their more interesting primes, and a 
more comprehensive repertoire of atomic H-spaces needs to be available in order 
to, factor OX completely. The results of the present paper are essential for the 
construction of certain new atomic H-spaces, which are called ‘small H-spaces’. 
The small H-spaces comprise a four-parameter family of spaces denoted 
T;“+‘{ p”}, h w ere k L 0, n,r 11 and p is a prime ~5. They generalize the work of 
Cohen, Moore, and Neisendorfer in that ,F+ ’ { y”} is the space T”‘+ ’ { pr } . 
There is a corresponding collection of finite co-L&spaces Gi” * ’ ( p’), for which 
Tf’+‘(pr) is the factor of OGi”+‘( p”) carrying the bottom omotopy group, 
while Gi”+‘( p”) ’ l’k 1s I ewise the wedge summand of 2 Tit’+’ { p’} that carries the 
bottom homology group. The spaces GF+l( p') are constructed via induction on 
k, with Gi”+‘(pr) being I”‘*+‘( p’), and with G~‘~~‘( p’; obtained from 
Gi”+‘( p”) by attaching the cone on a p?‘@‘( p’+” ‘). The Ti”+‘{ p’} are 
interesting spaces having many desirable prop.:rties. They have homotopy expo- 
nents, they have concisely expressable mod p cohonology rings, they are (except 
when k = 0 and n = Y = 1) atomic, and they permit the complete factorization of 
many new L?X’s. 
The method of constructing the Tit’+’ { p'} is first to construct and analyze the 
Gi”+‘( p’). The spaces Gi”+‘( p’) come with pinch maps Gi”+‘( p”)- S2’1+‘. 
Generalizing the path laid out in [9], the analysis of these pinch maps and their 
homotopy-theoretic fibers forms the fobr,dation for building Gi”+‘( p”) and for 
decomposing L! G :‘+ ’ (p”). We therefore need an in-depth understanding of the 
homotopy-theoretic fiber of a fibration over an odd sphere, and of how this fiber 
changes whe n pairs of cells are attached TV the total space. The results of this 
paper, especially Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 5.8, address this need directly. 
We believe that this paper’s results are of interest not only for these specific 
applications, but for their own sake and for yet to be discovered applications as 
well. In the remainder of Section 1 we provide a summary of the mathematics in 
Sections 2 through 6, and we set forth various notations and terminology. 
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper may be viewed as having at heart a single nearly 
trivial topological observation, surrounded by a matrix of aigebraic constructions 
which assist to magnify and interpret it. We are interested in .J$( E) for the 
fibration F+ E 2 St”+‘, where d(E) has, by definition, the quasi-isomorphism 
(henceforth ‘quism’) type of the associative differential graded algebra (hence- 
forth ‘dga’) &(a@. By [l] C,(RE) has the same quism type as the cobar 
construction applied to the differential coalgebra (henceforth ‘dcoa’) C:,:(E). So it 
suffices to understand C,(E) as a dcoa. 
The object C,(E) was shown by Brown [8] to be quasi-isomorphic as a chain 
complex with a twisted tensor product of C,(F) with C,(B), denoted 
C,(B) 8, C,:(F). While this does bring us closer to our goal, we actually need 
C:,(E) as a dcoa, not just as a chain complex. Unfortunately there is no obvious 
way to imbue C,(B)@, C,(F) with a diagonal so as to make it into a dcoa. 
However-and this is the ‘trivial topological observation’-when B = s”‘+‘. we 
may replace C,(B) by &(S’“+‘), and then H&!?“+‘)63+ C,(F) can indeed be 
given a natural dcoa structure compatible with that of C,(E). 
Once the identification of C,(E) with HJS”‘+!)@ C,(F) as dcoa’s has oeen 
made, a series of algebraic lemmas leads to a formula for d(E). These lemmas 
entail the construction of two new functors to the category of dga’s. These two 
functors are the subject of Section 2, where we discuss them from a purely 
algebraic standpoint. In Section 3 we make the connection with d(E). 
Section 4 takes up the converse problem, namely, the determination of &‘(F) 
from knowledge of d(E). Just as the Adams-Hilton model d(E) has one free 
generator for each positive-dimensional cell of E, the model d(F) is shown to 
have one countable family of free generators for each cell of E. The proof of this 
fact requires us to study in detail the relative homology of the pair (F’. F), where 
F+ is the homotopy-theoretic fiber of an extension of p over the space consisting 
of E with one new cell adjoined. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we specialize to the case of mod p coefficients. We observe 
that the countable families mentionea Lbove sometime_ represent Hurewicz 
images of families of iterated relative Samelson products. The prototypical 
example for this phenomenon is the fiber of the pinch map on the Moore space, 
which was analyzed in [9]. We extend that example by providing hypotheses 
under which a Moore space can be attached to the total space while keeping intact 
the essential features of its homotopy-theoretic fiber. 
This completes a brief overview of the paper’s contents. We look next at some 
relevant notations, conventions, and background. 
All spaces, maps, actions and homotopies in this paper are pointed. We work 
over an arbitrary commutative coefficient ring R, which we later specialize to the 
field Z,,. The notation CL(X) stands for the tth Eilenberg subcomplex of the 
cubical singular chain complex on X with coefficients in R. We view C;(X) as a 
(t + 1)-reduced coassociative noncocommutative dcoa over R. We shall also view 
Ci(L?X) as a dga over R. We prefer cubical over simplicial singular chains for two 
reasons: they behave better with respect to products. and the fact that the 
degenerate cubes are set equal to zero greatly simplifies the boundary and 
Alexander-Whitney formulas. 
Let DCOA and DGA denote respectively the categories cf 2-reduced coas- 
sociative dcoa’s over R and of connected &a’s over R. DC-A has the structure of 
a closed model category [ll], hence it makes sense to talk about cofibrations. 
homotopy, etc. in DGA. A dga (A, d) is called free if A i3 the tensor algebra on 
some R-free positively graded R-module V, A = TV, as an R-algebra. It turns out 
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that a dga homomorphism f : (TV, d)+ (TV’, d’) between free dga’s is a quism if 
and only if the linearized f. i.e., 
t/x T’V/T”V - f , T+V’/T’“I/’ z v’ , 
induces an isomorphism on homology. We mention also that any quism 
f : A + A’ may be factored as A 5 A”2 A’, where fi is a trivial cofibration and fZ 
is a trivial fibratiou. 
Recall from [6] that the bar and cobar functors 
DCQA +DGA 
form an adjoint pair, with 0 being left adjoint to B. Explicit definitions and 
formulas for &? and B may be found in [6]. Adams’ theorem [l] states that there 
are natural quisms, 
iKL(X) cv C~(i2X) as dga’s, (1) 
and 
C:(X) ‘1: dC~(LtX) as dcoa’s, (2) 
where X is any l-connected space. 
The notation R( z, ) will mean the free dga having a single m-dimensional 
R-algebra generator z,,, in dimension m, with zero differential. Letting zR denote 
the free R-module spanned by the single element z, we write Z,,, for (1) R @ z,,, R, 
where If,,, 1 = m. We make Z,, into a dcoa by letting the differential vanish and 
letting z,, be primitive. Also, it is clear that the tensor product of two dga’s 
(respectively dcoa’s) is a dga (respectively dcoa) in a natural way. 
This paper is primarily concerned with Adams-Hilton models. The Adams- 
Hilton model for a simply-connected space X can be defined as any free dga 
(A, d) which comes with p quism 0: : (A, d)+ Cz(f2X). If X= (pt) U &, ei is 
a cell decom; sition for X, Ieil 12, then Adams and Hilton showed that (A, d) 
may be chosen so that A is the tensor algebra TV, where V= Span,{ ai}iE, with 
Iail = [ei] - 1. Thus d(X) is ‘small’ in the sense of having few generators 
whenever X is ‘small’ in the sense of having few cells; this explains the practical 
importance of d(X). 
Because of (1) and the lifting lemma [5, Proposition 2.9(a)], we may think of 
d(X) as being any free dga which comes with a quism I& : d(X) - L! C:(X). 
Once d(X) and d(Y) have been chosen, the Adams-Hilton model for a map 
f : X-+ Y is any dga homomorphism d(f) which makes this diagram commute up 
to homotopy: 
The Adam-Hi/ton model 
By the lifting lemma, any topological map has an Adams-Hilton model, and 
homotopic maps have homotopic models. 
A full summary of the properties of the Adams-Hilton model can be found in 
the original paper [2] or in [5, Theorem 8.11. 
2. The algebraic fun&w 
We construct two functors, denoted 3 and 9, to the category DGA. The first 
functor has as source the category of free dga’s, while the second takes values on 
a certain category of dga homomorphisms. As motivation, these functors will 
ultimately facilitate the transferral of information from an S”‘-action on a fiber to 
a blueprint for the construction of the model J&Y). We also present three 
situations where the functor 9 compared with another functor can be recognized 
as quasi-isomorphic to another, simpler functor. 
Eoth functors depend upon a parameter m L 2 which is suppressed from the 
notation. The functor % -:ay be described in one sentence: S!‘(A) is a free dga 
quasi-isomorphic with R( z,,,_ i ) @ A. In order to render the construction both 
explicit and functorial, we restrict to the case where A is itself free, A = TV. 
Given a free dga (TV, d), define a dga (Z’(Tv), D) as follows. As an algebra, 
S’( TV) = T( V @I zR @ s”‘V). Here s”‘V is the graded R-module having (s”‘V),, =r 
V ,,_,,, , and z denotes a new single generator of dimension m - 1. Note that there 
is a canonical embedding i : TV-, S’( TV). Define an (i, i)-derivation Q of degree 
m (see [5, p. 4221 for a definition) by Q(X) = s”l~ for x E V. Next, dcfinc a 
(1, 1)-derivation D of degree - 1 on Z( 7V) by D(i(xN = i(d(x)) for x E V, 
D(z) = 0, and 
DQ(x) = (- l)“‘Q(dx) + [z, i(x)] for x E V . (4) 
We see at once that DQ - (-l)“‘Qd and [z, i( )] are both (i, i)-derivations of 
degree m - 1; since they coincide on V/, they coincide on all of TV [4, Lemma 
1.11. Thus (4) holds for any x E TV. We may now compute, for x E TV, that 
D’Q(x) = (-l)“‘DQ(dx) + D[z, i(x)j 
= Q(&) -I- (-l)“‘[z, i(h)] + (-1)“‘-‘[z. Di(x)] ~0. 
Thus D’ is a (1, 1)-derivation of degree -2 which vanishes on all of 
V@ zRCBs’“V. Hence D’ = 0, and (3( TV), D) is a dga. 
For notational convenience, where two dga’s A and A’ occur and we associate 
the data i, Q, z with %(A), we denote the corresponding items fol %(A’) by i’, 
Q’, 2’. Granting this convention, let us define Z!Y for morphisms. Given 
f : (TV, d)--, (TV’, d’j, simply put ZE’(f)tijxjj = ii!@) and T(f)(z) = z’ and 
%(f)Q(.x)= Q'f( x )f or x E TV. The reader can check that CT .j functorial on free 
dga’s; in particular, our construc~io-us are independent of the choices (V and V’) 
of generating sets. We remark also that ZE’ preserves cofibrations and fibrations. 
Let us verify the motivating property of 2, namely its quism with 
R( z,,$_ I ) (8, ( ). Define an algebra homoinorphism p : .2’( TV) + R( z,,$._ , > C3 (TV) 
by p(i(x)) = I @ x while p(z) = z,,,_ 1 @ 1 and p( Q(X)) = 0; then p is a natural dga 
homomorphism. To get p to be a quism, a direct limit argument enables us to 
reduce to the case where V is locally finite over R and 
p : ZE’( TV) -+ R( z,,,_ I ) C3 TV is known to be a quism and we are to prove that the 
extension p’ : LE(7%“~+4?(z~,,_,)@ TV’ is a quism, where V’= V@uR. The 
homomorphism p’ may be factored as 
%(TV’) = Z(TVLI R(v)) = %(TV)Ll R(i(v), Q(u)> 
““‘,(R(z,,_,)~TV)LIR(i(v), Q(u))~R(z,~,_,)@ TV’, 
the last arrow 27 sending i(u) t9 1 @I u and Q(U) to zero. Clearly it suffices to verify 
that 4 is a quism. 
Putting A = (R( z,,~_ (1 $9 TV) II R( i(u)) and letting c be the commutator 
tl z,;, - I ’ i(u)] in A, vu may view R( z,,,_ , ) 63 TV’ as the quotient of A by the 
two-sided ideal I, that c generates. Now we use a trick. Write w = Q(U), and let 
A L.I R( CO) have a second grading, called ‘degree’, with respect to which all of A is in 
degree zero while o has degr ;e + 1. The differential d on A 11 R( w ) may be 
written as n = d,, + d,, whe*G (1, 1.4 is the usual differential on A and d,(u) = 0, 
while d,,j A = 0 and d,,(o) = c. Thus (A Ll R( w ), d) is the total complex of a 
double romplex. There is a spectral sequence converging to &.(A LI R( w), d) 
whose E’ term is H,(A Ll R(o), d,,). In considering the dga (A U R(w), d,,), we 
are m the situation of f3, Theorem 2.91. So long as c is strongly free in A, we may 
conclude that E’ is concentrated entirely in degree zero with E’ = A/f,, whence 
E” = E’ = H,(AIlc., d,) and 9 is a quism. 
To get c to be strongly free in A, use [3. Theorem 2.61. The hypothesis in that 
theorem that R be a field becomes irrelevant here, since A and Al&. are R-free. 
If V(t) denotes the Hilbert series of V, then the Hilbert series N(t) for 
AlI,. = R(z,,,+) 81 TV’ is given by 
The Hilbert series A(t) of A is given by 
A(t)-’ = (I - ,“‘-‘)(I - V(t)) - 6” a (6) 
By [3, Theorem 2.61 c is strongly frze if 
N(t) - A(t)!1 + tiL”+“‘-‘A(t))-’ . (7) 
This equation toilows easily from (5) and (6). The proof that p is a quism is 
complete. 
If f: (TV, d)*(TV’, d’) is a quism, then so is 3(f), because: 
“+if) 
2F(TV)- T( TV 
P 1 1 P' (9 
R(z,_,) 43,“; R(z,_,) @ 7-V 
commutes. Similarly, if h, =fi : TV-, TV’, then (IWP 
(I@$): R(f;,r-,)~TV~R(2,,,_,)~TV’, and the lifting property gives 
%( f,,) = 3?( fi ) : %( TV) ---, %( TV’). Summarizing, we have proved the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. For each m 2 2, there is a functor 97 from free dga’s to DGA 
satisfying : 
(i) 3 preserves cojibrations, jibr;a:ions, quisms, and homotopies. 
(ii) There is a natural cofibration i from the identity funstor. to 3. 
(ii ) There is a natural quism p from 9 to R ( z,,,_ , ) C3 ( ). CI 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 also holds when m = 1, but one runs into the minor 
technicality that R( z,,,_, ) is no longer connected, hence by our definition not a 
dga. Since allowing m = 1 would also create another problem later, namely the 
possibility of a non-simply-connected fiber while the Adams-Milton model can 
only operate on simply-connected spaces, it is easiest just to impose the Iestriction 
ma3 - Y. 
Recall next that Z,,, ($3 C is a dcoa whenever C is a dcoa. 
Lemma 2.2. Let C be an R-free dcoa. There is a natural isomorphism 
r : .zqacp+ fqz,,, @ C) . 
Proof. As algebras, LX’= T(s-‘C,) and 
.n(Z,,,@C)= T(s-‘(l@C,)$s-‘(z,,,@lR)$s-‘(z,,,@C+)). 
Send %(fiC) to this algebra by putting ri(s-‘c) = s-‘( I&). T(z) = 
(- l)“Is-‘(z,,i @ l), rQ( s-k) = s-‘(z,,, 8 c) for c E C,. and extend to ;n algebra 
homomorphism. Since generator sets are mapped bijectively. r is an isomorph- 
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ism. The reader can check that the differential is preserved, whence F is a dga 
isomorphism. The verification of naturality is straightforward. Cl 
We are ready to define the functor 3. Let Ju be the category whose objects are 
dga homomorphisms 
f: sr(Tv)+ TV 
satisfying fi(x) = x for x E TV. ~orphisms in ,& are commuting squares 
a(Tv)=s(Tvt) 
.f I
& 1 
f ’ (9) 
--~’ 
g 
where g is any dga homomorphism and f and f’ belong to ~~(~). 
Define ?!I : 4 ---) DGA as follows. For an object f : 2( TV)- 7’V of Jfll, let 
9(f) = T(V$s”‘+’ V $ yR) as an algebra, where y is a single generator of degree 
m. There is an obvious algebra inclusion j : TV-, 3( f). Define a ( j, j)-deriva- 
tion Y of d*:grL; in + 1 by Y(x) = s “‘+‘x for x E V. Next define a (1,l )-derivation 
of degree - 1 on g(f) by setting e(y) = -if(z), e( j(x)) = jd(x) for x E V, and 
eY(x) = (- ,),“+‘Yd(x) + [y, j(x)] + jfQ(x) for x E V . (10) 
Then eY - (-l)“‘+* Yd - ad( y)j - jfQ is a ( j, j)-derivation of degree m, whence 
(10) holds for all x 6~ TV. A direct computation utilizing this fact yields e’Y(x) = 0 
for x E V, since e’( y) = 0 and e’?j(x) = 0 for x E V, we have e’ = 0, and (%( f ), e) 
is a dga. 
Given a commuting square (93. define the homorphism “Y(g) : ?!I( f )+ 3( f ‘) 
by putting $(g)(y) = y’, C!.J( &j(x) = j’g(x), ?!J( a”) Y(x) = Y’g(x), and extend to an 
algebra homomorphism. Then %( g) is a dga homomorphism (i.e., e’C?l( g) = 
%( g)e), and $4 is a functor. One essential property of 3 is the following: 
Lemma 2.3. If g in diagram (9) is a quism, then 5(g) is a quism. 
Proof. We utilize the criterion that a homomorphism between free dga’s is a 
quism if and only if its linearization is a quism. Denote linearization by an 
overbar. Then ?!I( g) carries y to y ‘, j(x) to j’s(x), and Y(x) to Y’g(x). Thus %( g) 
is the R-homomorphism 
V~yR@St?l+lV ~~~~~.~“‘+‘K,Vt~yt~~st~l+lvt , 
(11) 
where u( y) = yt. Since g induces an isomorphism on homology, the same is true 
of (11). Deduce that Y(g) is a quism. El 
The Adams-Hilton model 9 
A second essential fact about 9 is that the isomorphism t;‘:be of “Y(f) depends 
only upon the homotopy class of 6 
Lemma 2.4. Let fo, f, : ZZ’( TV)+ TV be two objects of JU. Suppose .t;, and f, are 
homotopic rel i( TV), i.e., suppose there is a derivation homotopy G [4, p. 4661 
from 6, to fi such that 61 i(v, = 0. Then there is a dga isomorphism 
A : wi,)--+ Yfi). 
Proof. We use the subscripts 0 and 1 to keep track of the constituents of the two 
constructions 3( A,) and 9( fi ). Define A to be the algebra homomorphism such 
that Aj,,(x) = jr(x) for x E V, A( y,,) = y1 - j,G(,), and 
AY&) = Y,(x) + j,GQ(x) for x E V . (12) 
First we observe that (12) holds for any x E TV because. assuming it holds for u 
and for u, 
A W4 = A(( Y,,u)( id-4 + (- 1 PM4 Y,,(u)) 
= AY,,(u)Aj,,(uj + (-l)‘ulhj,,(u)AY,,(u) 
= (Y, + ilGQWhW + !-l~‘*‘!WW’,(~) + GQW 
= Y,(uu) + j,G( Q(u)i(u) + (-l)‘“‘i(u)Q(u)) 
= Y,(uu)+ j,GQ@u), 
where we have used the relations Gi = 0 and foi = fii = 1 TV. Next we verify that A 
is a dga homomorphism. Clearly A] i,,(TVI commutes with differentials, and 
e,A(yd = e,(y,) - e,.@(z) = -iIf, -j,dG(z) 
= -i,(fiz + Vi, -f,>(4) 
= -hj,,fiW = A~,,(Y,,) 9 
where we have used the fact that z is a cycle in Z’( TV). We omit the straight- 
forward but lengthy check that e, AY,,(x) = Ae,,Y,,(x); it requires (12) applied to 
d(x) E TV. Lastly, to see that A is an isomorphism, impose 2.1 additional grading 
on 3( fy) by letting j,q( IV) have grade zero while y,$ and r,(x) for x E V have 
grade one, s =O,l. Then 9(f,) is a filtered complex, and A is easily seen to induce 
an isomorphism on the associated graded algebras. Cl 
Theorem 2.5. Let h : A ---) A’ be a quism between free dga’s, and let f ’ : %A’ + A’ 
belong to &. Then there exists f : %A + A in ,& such tl-:Jt the square 
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f I I f' 
A - A’ 
h 
(13) 
commutes up to dga homotopy rel i(A). and for any such f we have a qulsm 
9(f)Z9(f’). 
Proof. Factor h as A 2A”%A’, where t3, is a trivial cofibration and h, is a trivial 
fibration. We will repeatedly use the lifting lemma for DGA [5, p. 4241. Because 
11~ is a surjective quism and i” is a cofibration, we have an arrow f!J making the 
diagram 
commute :. Clearly y! belongs to ,&. In a similar fashion we obtain the existence 
of an ;YOW S(A) A A in ,H such that h, f is homotopic to f”Z!?(lz, ) relative to 2 
i(A). ‘T! is latter condition on f is equivalent to the condition that (13) commute 
up to hc motopy rel i(A). 
Now c Jnsider the pushout of the cofibrations %(A) k- A 2 A”. call it P; there is 
an induc :d trivia1 cofibration PG %(A”) satisfying gl 9A = ZE’(h, ) and g( A.I = i”. The 
pushout oroperty of P also gives us a homomorphism f” : P-, A” satisfying 
f’l j(ilj = h, f and f”i,4sv = 1 A,.. Clearly f” is homotopic to f !J g relative to A”. Extend 
this homotopy (g is a trivial cofibration) to a homotopy between fi and an 
extension f’,’ off’: i.e.. f”= f;g and f’,‘=f:) rel i”(A”). Then f’,‘S’(h,) = h, f. 
- Summarizing, we have the diagram 
z(A) s(h2), a(Al) P(hl), %(A”) 
(15) 
in which both outer squares belong to ~Xor(J2 ) and f ;’ = f :’ rel i”(A”). By Lemmas 
- 2.3 and 2.4 we have two quisms and an isomorphism 
This completes the proof. Cl 
We conclude this section with interpretations for 9(f) in three special cases. 
First, suppose that (TV, d) coincides with flC for some R-free dcoa C. We recall 
the notion of twisting cochains and twisted tensor products f~o IS]. In a special 
case of this construction. let C be a dcoa and let 
u: z,,,ciw-+ c (16) 
be any dcoa homomorphism satisfying V( 1 C3 c) = c. Then v induces an action of 
the dga R( z,,,) on C which permits us to construct the twisted tensor product 
7 JI)) + 1 87,. c* where r,> i L, + 1) = - f,,, * Ordinarily a twisted tensor product is merely 
a chain complex, but in this case it may be given the structure of a dcoa. (We 
remark that Brown’s notation for the twisted tensor product emphasized the 
twisting cochain 7 and suppressed any mention of the action V. For us. however, T 
will be fixed while u varies. We adopt the compromise notation @, .) 
Since it is simple enough, let us define this dcoa from scratch. As a coalgebra. 
Z ,,, + , Q,, C is isomorphi : with the usual tensor product Z,,, + , @ C. The differential 
on Z,,, + I &,, C is given by d( 18 c) = 18 n(c) and 
4-L + I @c) = (-l)“?,,,,, 8 d(c) + (- l)“‘l@ V(Z,,, @ c) . (17) 
The reader may readily verify that we have constructed a dcoa. 
Let JV be the category whose objects are dcoa homomorphisms as in ( 16). 
where C is R-free and V( 1 @ c) = c. Morphisms in “1’ are commuting squares 
where f E ,!40r( DCOA) and V, V’ E 0&V). The composition 
4,, : TIC”‘- Lyz,,, @ C)% f2c 
describes a functor from N to Jl. The construction Z,,,. , @,,, C described above is 
a functor from X to DCOA. 
Lemma 2.6. There is a rtatrrral isomorplzism 
betweerz these two f~uzcltors from .C’ to DGA. 
Proof. Let E carry j(s-‘c) to s-‘( 2 @c) and )’ to ‘F-‘(z,,,~, 8 1) and Y(s- ‘c) to 
(-1) “I+ ‘s- ‘(2,,l+, @c) for cE C,. It is straightforward to verify that 5 is a natural 
dga isomorphism. Cl 
Our second specialization of 3(f) involves differential graded Lie algebras 
(henceforth dgL’s). Let DGL denote the category of connected R-free dgL’s, and 
let q1 be the universal enveloping algebra functor from DGL to DCSA. Let IL(V) 
denote the free Lie algebra on an R-free graded module V, thus 9~ I’_(V) = T(V). 
Likewise, denote by IL{ z,,~ ) the free algebra on the single m-dimensional genera- 
tor q,,, i.e., R( z,,~) = D(z,,~R), so that Wl(z,,) = R(z,,,). Note that IL(z,,,) has 
rank one (respectively two) as a free graded R-module if III is even (respectively 
odd). 
An IL{ z,?, ) -action on a dgL (L, d) is a derivation G : L --j L of degree + m 
-which comes with a special element b E L of dimension yn - 1 such that 
dG = (- 1)‘“Gd + ad( 6) . (19 
For each m 2 2, there is a category Sa of R( .z,,# ) -actions on dgL’s. Let Fr % denote 
the full subcategory of 3 consisting of those C which act upon a free dgL, i.e., 
(L, d) = (IL(V), d) for some R-free V. 
Given G E C% %‘, G : L-+ E, (L, d) E 06 DGL, we construct a dgL to be 
denoted W(G) as follows. As an R-module, ‘W(G) = L @IL(z,,). Make W(G) 
into a Lie algebra by extending the bracket on L by putting [z,~~, X]= G(x) for 
x E L. Finally, exterld the differential d on L over all of W(G) by setting 
d’- .I = 6. Formula (19) guarantees that (W(G), d), is a dgL. W is a functor 
from 3 to DGL, and the inclusion L -$ W(G) is a natural transformation. 
Given G E 0’6(Fr S), G : L-, L, L = t(V), define a dga homomorphism 
h, : 3’% L --) % L as follows. Put 
h,(i(x)j = x and h&Q(x)) = G(X) 
ii,,(Z) = b . 
for x E V ; 
(20) 
Then h, J is a functor fiDm Fr (;e to J&I. 
Lemma 2.7. Let G E 06( Fr %), G : L + L, L = k(V). 
(a) There is a natural short exact sequence qf dgL‘s, 
where v(z,,~) = z,,, and v(L ) = 0. 
(b) There is a natural surjeciive quism 
A: “?/(h,)A LillW(t.3)) 
(21) 
and Aj = %(k). 
(c) If f E C%(M) and fQ(V) C lL(V) C TV, then f = h, for some G, and then 
there is a surjective quism ?9( f 1-z 92 WCG). 
Proof. (a) Clearly (21) is a short exact sequence of R-modules, and it is easily 
checked that u is a natural dgL surjection. 
(b) Define A : %(h,;)-+ “Zr%‘(G) by n( ~9 = - z,,~ alid 
Aj(x) = x , A( Y(x)) = 0 for x E V . 
The check that ,4 commutes with differentials is straightforward. The fact that ;4 is 
a quism can be proved using the same techniques which showed the dga 
homomorphism p of Theorem 2.1 to be a quism. 
Part (c) is clear, from (20). Cl 
Our last specialization of 9(f) will pertain to the situation where a single new 
cell is attached to a total space. Let JU”~ denote the category whose objects are 
pairs ( f. c). where f : 2’( TV) + TV is an object in ,,M, and c is a (t - 1) 
dimensional cycle in TV. A morphism in .U “I from (f, c) to (f’. c’) is any 
morphism g : TV + TV’ in ,z1 from f to f’ for which g(c) = c’. 
We define functors % : At “I+ DGA and 9 : At “I ---) A as follows. Let W = 
Span,{w,,, w,, wl, . . .>, where lwsl = t + ms. As an algebra, %( J c) will equal 
T( V @ W), and we denote by i the natural inclusion of TV into T( V 63 W). Recall 
that S( ) as an algebra, the inclusion i, and the (i, i)-derivation (2 are defined 
without reference to the differential, so we may assume these structures for 
ST( V Cl3 W). We extend f : Z’TV-, TV to an algebra homomorphism 
f: %T(VCHV)+ T(V@ W) by putting f(w,> = w,, and fQ(w,) = MJ,+,. 
Extend the differential d = d,, over T(V CI3 W) by setting d(w,,) = i(c) and. 
recursively for s 2 1, 
4w.J = (-1)“yQ4w,_,) + [f(Z), WY_,] - (22) 
Since d(w,) = dfQ(w,_,), and since &Q - (- l)“yQd + ad( f(z)) is a ( 1, l)-deriva- 
tion on T( V @ W), formula (22) shows using [4, Lemma 1. l] that 
@Q(x) =(-l)"~QW + [f(z), x] (23) 
for any x E T(V $ ?li). It follows quickly that d applied to the right-hand side of 
(22) vanishes, i.e., d’ = 0, and %‘(f, c) = (T(V Cl3 W), d) is a dga. Furthermore, 
fd = df because 
fdi(x) = fid(x) = d(x) = d&x) 
for x E T(V Cl3 W), whereas 
fdQ(x) = (- l)“t?Q(dx) + &[z, i(x)]) = dfQ(x) 
by (3) and (23). Thus J! is a dga homomorphism. and we put 9( f, c) = j Clearly 
9( f. c) E O(.W). Given a morphism g in J4”! let K(g) carry each w, E 
T(V @ W) to the corresponding IV.: E T(V’ f3 W’). The reader can xerify that ;i‘ 
and 9 are functors defined on J4”‘. 
There are two interesting ways to go from J4 Ir’ to DGA. One way is the 
composite functor 5Y5. Given (f, t), the other way is to adjoin a single new 
t-dimensional generator, call it 21. to 9( f ), and to extend the differential over 
J3r( f) U I?( 24) by setting d(tr) = j(c). These two functors are not isomorphic, but it 
turns out that there is a natural quism between them. 
QijQ-) = j(x) , @Y&x) = Y(x) , @w=Y * 
~j~lv~l) = 14 . @Y(w,)=O. 
(~e~t~~sive~y) @j(ws+,) = (--l)“‘@Wd(w,) - [y, @j(w,)]. 
Proof. Straightfor~vard. Cl 
3. Fibra~io~s over a sphere 
We apply the functors 5’ and 9~ to the situation of 
(nr 2 2). The principal result will be the determination 
mode1 for the total space. 
a fibration over J”“’ 
of the Adams-Hilton 
Throughout this section we consider a Hurewicz fibration 
FA E”-S I?i + i (24) 
and we assume E and F to be l-connected. For any space X let PX denote the 
space of Moore paths which terminate at the base point x,) of X, and let 
9 : pgt7 - I --, SIB + 1 be given by q(w) = o(0). View the fiber J&S”‘+’ = (I-‘(x~,) as a 
subspace of PS”’ + ‘. 
h : py1 
and denote the path of length zero at x,, by e,,. Let 
x F-+ E be any weakly transitive lifting function (see [8, p. 2251); our h 
is actually a restriction of Brown’s map A. Since the results that this paper 
discusses are unaffected when p 1 replaced by a fibration which is fiber- 
homotopy-equivalent to it, h can be assumed to exist for p by the second Remark 
on p. 225 of @I. We speci~cally note that h(e,,, a) = q(a), that ~~(~, n) = Q@). 
and that A(RYfi’ x F) c F. 
For a general fibratio:l, Brojvn !8] constructed a twisted tensor product 
quasi-isomorphic with the simplicial singular chains on the total space. For the 
special case of a fibration over S’? we will improve upon Brown’s construction 
by giving a twisted tensor product quasi-isomorphic with C:(E) as a dcoa. not 
just as a chain complex. Then the cobar construction on this twisted tensor 
product will be quasi-isomorphic as a dga with C!&!E). i.e.. it will serve as an 
Adams-Hilton model for E. 
We fix a singular cube 
Ly,, : (I”‘+‘, j”‘+‘)-+(s”‘+‘, s,,) 
which is a relative homeomorphism. Fix also any lifting 
a : (I”‘+ ‘, J) + (PS”‘+ ‘. e,,) 
such that qa = (x,,. where J = (i”’ x I) U (I”’ x 0) C I”’ x I = I"' * '. Let 
p : (I”‘, i”‘) --_) (fig”+ ‘, e,,) be the singular cube defined by 
p(x) = cu(x. 1) for x E I”’ . 
Because only this one face of QI is nondegenerate, we have 
d(a!) = (-1)“‘/3 . (25) 
Furthermore, both o and p are primitive with respect to the Alexander-Whitney 
diagonal [5, formula (21)]. 
Let 
be given by V( 18 c) = c and 
Then v E Ob( N), and we define 
Y : z,,, + I BT C:(O-, C:(E) ,’ 
by setting y( 10 c) = q#(c) and 
Yk,, 7 ’ 53c)=h,(axc). (27) 
Lemma 3.1. (a) y is a l~omomorpl~ism of dcoa’s. 
(b) y is a quism. 
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(c) y is natural on the category whose objects are fibrations over SF”+’ together 
with specified weakly transitive lifting functions. 
(4 P#Ykn+, @ 1) = % and z,n+1@ C(F) c ker( P#Y 1. 
Proof. (a) Denote coproducts by !P. If V(c) = c c’ @ c”, then 
vyzm+, c3c) = c (z,,,+,@cF)@(1c3cFF) 
+ c (-l)(~‘+l~‘~“(l.cF).(z,,,+, Oc’,) 
by definition. Because cy is primitive, 
‘IlrY(ZF,, + 1 ~c)=~~#(~XC)=(A#~h#)~(~XC) 
= (n#md(C. ( a x c’pql x C”) 
+ c C-1) o’~+ul~‘i(l x c’)@((y x c”) 1 
= (Y @Y)W,,,+, w 9 
where we have used the fact that !P commutes with products of singular cubes [5, 
p. 4411 to expand !P(, x c). So far, y is a homomorphism of coalgebras, but it 
remains to check that 8 y = yd. This is clear for chains of the form 18 c, and 
aYe,,* + , 8~) = h,a(a x C) 
= h,((-l)‘,,fi x c + (-l)('7~+*ik! x ac) 
= Ydk,,+ I@ 4 7 
by (23, (17) and (26). 
(b) There are two approaches to this. One approach is to repeat Brown’s proof 
of [8, Theorem 4.11, using cubical instead of simplicial singular chains. The other 
approach is to filter Z,,,+ 1@,, C:(F) so that filtrations zero through m consist of 
18 C:(F) while filtrations m + 1 and higher consist of the entire chain complex. 
When C&Y?) is given the Serre filtration for the fibration p, y becomes a 
homomorphism of filtered complexes. Using the weak transitivity property of A, 
we may see that y induces an isomorphism on the E’ terms of the associated 
spectral sequences, hence an isomorphism of their E” terms as well. Thus y 
induces an isomorphism on associated graded modules of homology, hence on 
homology, i.e., y is a quism. 
(c),(d) Straightforward. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let p : S”’ x F-, F be any ( pointed, i.e., p(x(,, -) = lF) actiovt of 
SF” on a simply-connected space F. Let d(F) be an Adams-Hilton r,Todel for F. 
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(a) ZM( F) is an Adams-Hilton model for S”’ x F. if the map g,, : F ---) F’ Itas 
Adams-Hilton model .#( go), then 2ki( g,, ) is an Adams-Hilton model for 
1 x g,, : S”’ x F + S”’ x F’. 
(b) There is a model ,cQ( p) : ttFd( F) + d(F) for the map p which satisfies 
4P)i = l,(,p i.e., 5fZ( p) E 0b(&). 
(c) Suppose p is the S”‘-action induced by the ltfting function A on the fiber F in 
the fibration (24, and suppose d(p) is as in (b). Then %(Jx!( p)) is an Adams- 
Hilton model for the total space E, and j : Ld(F)-+ 9(A( p)) is an Adams-Hilton 
model for q. Furthermore, a model for p is the dga ?~omomorphi.sm 
d(p) : ~(LQ.Q)--, cd(S”‘+‘) = (R(z,,,).O) , 
which carries y to z,,, and sends j(V) and Y(V) to zero, where d(F) = TV. 
Proof. Observe that there is a dcoa quism u : Z,,, + C:(S”‘) given by u( 1) = 1 and 
u(z,,,) = &, where the inclusion of S”” into J2S”‘+’ can be assumed tc carry p,, to 
the singular cube /% Then 
5 = u x 1 : Z,,, C3 C:(F)+ C:(S”’ x F) 
is also a dcoa quism. Write p, for Ci( p), and note 
action v of (26). Let & : d(F)+LK:(F) be the 
composite 
that r_c,t coincides with the 
Adams-Hilton quism. The 
%f2C:(F)-%J(Z,, 8 C~(F))-%K~(S”’ x Fj% J-K:(F) 
(28) 
belongs to 06(,/u ). 
(a) Since 0,,,,, F = (@)E5?(0~) : Z’d(F)-+ nC:(S’” x F) is a composite of three 
quisms, 5!W(F) is an Adams-Hilton model for S”’ x F. Naturality follows easily, 
using the fact that 9’ preserves homotopies. 
(b) Putting h = Or and letting f’ bc (28) in Theorem 2.5 gives us a homo- 
morphism in 06(Ju), &( p) : %d( F) + d(F), which makes the appropriate 
square commute up to homotopy. 
(c) Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 3.1 provide the composite quism 
which makes 9(.@ p)) an Adams-Hilton model for E. If we choose the Adams- 
Hilton quism e,., + I : (R(z,,,), O)+ L?C:(S”‘+‘) to take z,,, to s-$.x,,), then the 
assertions about so and d(p) are straightforward; indeed, the relevant dga 
diagrams commute on the nose, not just up to homotopy. Cl 
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Combining Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.7. we ob,Gn e; sily the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose d(F) = %,li(V), d) for some free dgL (11(V). d). Sup- 
pose further that -d(p) : .%d( F) + &(F) satisfies -d( p)Q(V) c e(V). Then there 
is a short exact sequence of dgL’s 
O-,(R(V), d)-+L. d)A (U&J. 0)-O ’ P-9 
together with a quism A : d(E) G 021(L, d). Specifically (L. d) = W(G), where 
h,, = &( p). Furthermore, A&(q) = %(k) and (9v)ii = d(p). 0 
We wish to consider one more detail associated with the situation of Corollary 
3.3. This detail is the determination of the topological coproduct on %(L, d). Let 
us explain. For any space X, the diagonal map & : X+ X x X induces a dga 
homomorphism 
5qX)-----+ 
4J.y 1 
d(X x X) =+ d(X) 69 d(X) , 
“.\‘A. 
where v,~,~ denotes the natural quism described in [2j or [5, p. 4481. Denoting the 
composite v,~,~ &(6,) by !I”‘, the dga #d(X) together with !&, constitutes a ‘Hopf 
algebra up to homotopy’ by [5, Proposition 8.31. In some cases (d(X), ?&) is a 
true differential graded Hopf algebra, or ‘dgH’. 
Whenever (L, d) is a dgL, the enveloping algebra oz1(L, d) is a dgH, via the 
coproduct A, defined by making all of L primitive. In a situation where the 
Adams-Hilton mode1 d(X) for a space X happens to be of the form %(L, d) for 
some dgL (L. d), there will be two coproducts defined ou d(X): one i: the 
‘topological’ coproduct !&, and the other is the ‘algebraic coproduct‘ A,. These 
two coproducts do not necessarily coincide; for an example let X = 2 C@ as in 
[4, p. 4901. It can be useful to know whether the two coproducts coincide. Lemma 
3.4 asserts that knowing this relationship for the mode1 of a fiber enables us to 
deduce it for the total space’s model. 
Lemma 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.3, suppose further that the 
algebraic and topological coproducts on d(F) coincide. Then the algebraic and 
topological coproducts on %(L, d) coincide, in the sense that the square 
d(E)- *’ -+&(E)@3M(E) 
commutes up to dga homotopy, where A, Jenotes the algebraic coproduct on 
4. Determining the model for a fiber 
Suppose we know Z/(E). How can we determine *d(F) and &d(p)‘? Section 4 
addresses this situation. When a single cell is adjoined to E, the functors ? and 3 
will help us to describe how the Adan~s-Hilton models of the fiber and S”‘-action 
are correspondingly altered. By building up E cell by cell, we can construct the 
entire model cd(F). We consider in detail two examples, in which E is respectively 
a Moore space and a wedge of two Moore spaces. 
We shall consider in detail what happens to the fibration (24) when a single 
(t + I)-cell is adjoined to the total space. To begin with, recall (e.g.. [S, Theorem 
8. lk]) the effect on Adams-Hilton models of attaching a single (t + 1 )-cell to a 
space E,,, t k 2. If the attaching map is Q : S’+ E,, and E = E,, U,, e’+ ‘. then one 
possible model for E is ,al( E) = d( E,,) Lf R( II), where 1 rr 1 = t and d(u) = 
JQ(Y)(z,_~). z,_ I denoting the generator of ,d(S’) = (R( z,_ r ), 0). If this model is 
chosen for E, there is a canonical way to write down the quism OE in terms of OE,,. 
Suppose our total space E has the property that it may be i.dentified (via a 
homotopy equivalence) with E,, U, e’+ ’ for some attaching map Q : S’--3 E,,. Turn 
the inclusion & : E,, + E into a fibration in the usual -way; then p,, = 
& : E,, -+ S”‘+ ’ is also a fibration. Let q. : F,, = (p,,)- ‘(x,,) = E,, be the fiber 
inclusion; then im( &Q) C F, and we write 6, : F,,-, F for the fibration which is 
the restriction of 5,. It is possible to choose lifting functions so that: the respective 
actions fit into a commuting square, 
actions fit into a commuting square, 
Furthermore, lE and &. have homeomorphic fibers, call them E, and F,. These 
fibers are (t - l)-connected, and H,(E, ; R) = R, generated by the Hurewicz 
image of a lifting cy, : S ‘-+ E, of cy. (The homotopy class of cyI is canonical in that 
the homotopy equivalence between E,, U n ef + ’ and E determines a specific 
nuI~-homotopy of &cY.) Because of the homeomorphisrt~ between E, and F,, we 
may view cy, as sending S’ into F, ; let cy,, denote the composite $2 F, -+ F,,. Thus 
I$ may be extended to 
where ,$ collapses the entire cell erci to the base 
r-connected. 
Suppose we are given a model d( F,,). What can we say about P!(F)? We know 
that caZ(& U,,, e’+ l) may be .:Len to be d(F,,) ll R( 1% ) with L!(N) -: +(~+,)(z,_i ).
Because 6 i is t-connected, there is a model Sa(F) which is obtained from 
d(&,) Ll R ( w ) by adjoinin ge~c~btors in dimensions X only. When this mods1 i; 
adopted for F, we may assume that &( 51.1) is an isomorphism in dimensions 5 t. 
In order to ascertain d(F) above dimension I, we will need to know the relative 
homology H,(F. F,,; R). The relative Serre spectral sequence for the fibration 
pair 
shows that H,(F, F,,; R) = W’, where IV’ is the free graded R-module on 
generators ($~. $, 54*:, . . .>, !wj = I + 1 + tns. The boundary homomorphism 
applied to wl, gives the element ‘+t,) in H,(F,,; R), where R denotes the 
Hurewicz homomorphism. The unique nonzero differential in this Serre spectral 
sequence coincides with the action-induced 
s’“H,(F. F,,; R) = H,,(S’“; R) G3 ti,(F, F,; R) 
so (32) is a bijection for 4 # t + 1 - m, and s”‘w3 is carried to $+, . 
Theorem .I. Referring to (24), stippose E has the homotopy type of E,, U cI’ et+ ‘. 
Give,t .d( F,,) and f = sI( p!,) satisfying Theorem 3.2(b), choose .sQ F) (and ti( 6 l )) 
as indicated above to agree with d(F,,) in dimensions <t, and choose &( p) 
satisfying Theorem 3.2(b) to be an extension of f. Let c = s&)(z,__,) E 
(&(F,,)),_ , . Then there is a dga quism A which satisfies Ai = &( 6,’ ) and which fits 
into a commuting diagram 
Proof. It is trivial that the left square of (33) commutes. Since d(F,, U, e”‘) = 
W,) i-l R(w,A Iw,tI = t, is a sub-dga of d(F) as well as a sub-dga of 8( f, c), 
define A to be d( 6; ) on this sub-dga. We need only to define A on the remaining 
generators { w,},,  of 8( f, c), to check the commutativity of the right-hand 
square of (33). and to verify that A is a quism. 
Assuming A(w,) has been defined, define A@,+,) to be ti(b )QA(w,). Then 
d(pj(TA)Q(w,) = sQL)QJ(w,) = J(y+,) = 33(ft c B (w,). so the square 
commutes on the generator Q(W). Furthermore. ,: calculation involving (4) 
shows that 
dA(w,, , ) = A?( p)dQA(wJ = M( f, c)d (<c,) = Ad@,+,). 
so il continues to be a dga homomorphism. 
Let a superscript ( )’ denote the suspension of t carization of a free dga. 
and let ( )” denote the homology crf ( )‘. Recall &( )’ is naturally chain 
equivaEent o the reduced singular chain complex. For to be a quism, it suffices 
that Ah be an isomorphism. Consider the commutrng diagram of short exact 
sequences of chain complexes. 
o-+ d(F,J4 -0’qf. c)’ )I’ qj-, c) d(F,,) ---d 
I 
= 1 df 1 1 Jf (34) 
ow d(F,,)l - 
.d(&;)’ 
d(F)’ 1(‘1 d(F) $(F,,)’ +o. 
The free R-module generators of %( j’, c)’ correspondng to the { w,}, ?(, are given 
the names { w:}~~,,. The elements { u’( WI )}, ?(, are :tll cycles, and they generate 
8( f, c)‘l&( F,,)’ freely as an R-module. Hence { u ‘( ~7’ I} , ?(I may also be viewed as 
freely generating H,( 8( f, c)‘ld(&,)’ ). 
Associated to d(F) ‘I&( F,,) ’ is the commuting diagram of chain complexes. 
We know that H,(d(F)‘ld(F,,)’ ) = H,(F, F,,; R) = W’, while formuia (32) im- 
plies that 
-r;Q(P>“e”w) = :,, ’ (36) 
The induced homomorphism dh carries u’(w~) to w,‘, by definition. Assuming 
inductively that dh@‘@vi)) = w:, we find that 
Thus J” takes the generators r u’(M’~ )}rzo of H,( %( f. c)‘l,al(F,,)’ ) bijectively to 
the generators (i~:},,~) of &@@)‘I&(&)‘), i.e., d” is an isomorphism. The 
five-lemma now makes J h an isomorphism (cf. (34)). Cl 
Remark 4.2. In view of Theorem 4.1. we may assert that g( f. c) is an Adams - 
Hilton model for F, and that S( f, c) is a mode1 for p. To handle the genera1 case, 
consider any fibration (24) and choose a CW decomposition fo;_ E. If we build up 
E cell by cell, we can simultaneously grow a mode1 for F, so long as we 
understand each lifted attaching map cy,, : S’ 9 F,,. The procedure commutes with 
direct limits. so infinite complexes do not in principle pose any obstacle. To get 
the induction started, when E,, has the homotopy type of a point we may take 
&(F,,) = &‘(RS’“+‘) to be R(x,),,~, where Ix-,] = ms - 1; the differential may be 
determined from the information that .~@fiS”“‘) = RW,(RS”“‘; R) (see [9]). In 
addition tc the {s,),,~. the resulting mode1 d(F) has one countable family 
M}.,,,, of generators, I$\ = Ie,\ - 1 + nzs, for each positive-dimensional cell e, 
of E. In practice, it may well occur at a given stage that our mode1 d(F,,) is not 
minimal. We are free to replace it by a smaller or more c.>nvenient quasi- 
isomorphic dga before proceeding. 
Returning to the setting where E = E,, U, e’+ ‘, we notice that we now have two 
ways to form an Adams-Hilton mode1 for E. Let s~(E,,), f = d( NJ, and 
NE,,) = 3(f) be given in advance. On one hand, ti( ,u) = 9( f, c), so by 
Theorem 3.2 we know that d(E) can be taken to be oYS(f, c). Another way to 
say this is that we have constructed a specific quism 
On the other hand, since E = E,, no e’+‘, d( E,,) I_l R(u) is an Adams-Hilton 
model for E. That is, we have another specific quism 
e,: %‘(f)LIR(u)42C~(E). 
We know (e.g., [S, Theorem 8. l]) that the Adams-Hilton model is unique up 
to dga homotopy type. Thus there must be a homotopy equivalence, i.e., a quism, 
between +.@( f. c) and ?!?J( f) II W(U). Sure enough, Theorem 2.8 provides us with 
precisely such a quism. However, there may be many quisms between these two 
dga’s. and we want to make sure we have the right tine. The property dis- 
tinguishing the quism we want is that the diagram 
(37) 
should commute up to dga homotopy. We must check that @ has this property. 
Because ?!4( f) Il R( 11) has fewer generators, it is easier to work with 
quisms which originate on 9(f) II R( rt) rather than on +G(f. c). Define 
6: “Y(f)LlR(rr)-+W(f.c) by: 
&j(x) = ji(x) = !S( y) = y ; 
&Y(x) = Y;(x) ; S( 1~) = IV,, . 
Then @!6 is the identity on 9(f) Il R(u), which automatically makes 6 the 
unique homotopy inverse for @ (see 15, Proposition 2.111) Thus it suffices to 
cheek that && and & are homotopic. 
This check is very easy. Upon unraveling the definitions and using [5. Theorem 
&l(l)], we find that GE& and t& actually coincide. 
Lemma 4.3. (a) @D and & are homotopic as dga qrtisms. 
(b) Suppose szi(F,,), f = d( p,,), and &( E,,) = 9( f ) are giveu. If &d(F) is take!1 
to be %( f. c), and if d(E) is taken to be A?( E,,) II R ( 14 ) . then a model for the fiber 
inclusion q : F* E may be taken to be 
d(q) = @j . 
Proof. Part (a) was proved in the preceding discussion. Combine it with Theorem 
3.2(c) to obtain part (b). Cl 
Example 4.4. Let P’(k) denote the Moore space S’- ’ U, e’, and let 
$ : pt?rtl(k)+ SI?t+l be the pinch map (i.e., the quotient map which collapses 
S”‘). An Adams-Hilton model for P”‘+‘(k) is (R(a, b), d), where Ial = m - 1 
and ibl= m and d(b) = -ka. A model for p’ is given by &( p’)(u) = 0 and 
d(&)(b) = ~,,,a Let F’ denote the homotopy-theoretic fiber of p’. In the fibration 
sequence 
(38) 
we compute easily that H,,, (OS “I+‘) = R = H,,,(F’) and that H&) is multiplica- 
tion by - k. We wish to describe &‘( F’) and ,bz( I$). 
For simplicity, we assume m to be even, - the case of m odd is slightly more 
dfficult computationally but no more difficult conceptually. By Remark 4.2 we 
can build up F’ in three stages, which we signal via superscripts of 0, 1. 2. At the 
0th stage, E” = (pt) and F” = CL!?“’ ‘, so 
s;l(F”) = R(x,, x2, . . .) 9 
)x,,I=ms-1, d(x,,)=-‘i’j:)x,x.,_,. 
5 = 1
(3% 
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Aiso, f’)Q(x,) = x,, t and f”(z) = -x1. The 1st stage results from attaching the 
rzr-cell of the total space to the point. Clearly c’ = 0 since 1~’ 1= m - 2, so 
&(F’) = ZY(f’! c’) = SY(f”,O). Formulas (22) and (23) yield 
I4 = I4 = ms - 1, d(x,, ) as above ; 
To compute &‘(F’), we need to know the cycle c’ which occurs when we attach 
the (m + l)-cell. Clearly H,#‘) = &(F’):* will equal (x,R@ ~~R)/(c~R). In 
order for the inclusion of &(flS”” )iz = x,R into this module to be the map 
H,,,(L), which is R 2 R, the only possibility is c’ = ir(x, + ka,). We take the plus 
sign for convenience. and we find using Theorem 4.1 that 
lb,1 = ms, d(x,) and d(a,) as above; d(b,) =x, + ka, . 
a?, > = x,, + ka,, - xs, b,, -,I~ f “e(k) = b, 0 (41) 
We can simplify the dga ti(F’) by writing down the dga homomorphism 
g:,F4(F’)-+(M,d), whereM=R(a,,s,, -.), !a,l=ms--1 and 
d(a,,) = -k ‘2 ($a,_ l 
s-1 
W 
Here &a,) = a,. g(x,) = - ka,, and g(b,) = 0. By comparing linearizations, g is 
easily seen to be a quism. Thus for F’ = F’ we may take (M, d) to be its 
Adams-piston model, i.e., we henceforth write d(P) = (M, d). Note that the 
corresponding action f’ : iY&(F’)-+ &(F’) has f’(z) = -ka, and f ‘Q(q) = a,+I. 
What is A?(V)? We may use either Corollary 3.3 or Lemma 4.3 for this dga 
homomorphism. To find A?($) via Corollary 3.3, write sZ(F’) = @AL, where 
I I as = ms - 1, d(a,,) = - a,, an-s1 l 
Corollary 3.3 instructs us to look at (%(L @ z,,,R), d), which is isomorphic as a 
dga with (Ria, b), d), d(b) = - 
[b3 aI, and ant, 
ka. The isomorphism sends a, to a, z,, to b, a, to 
to ad”(b)(a). Thus 
Remark. The model ..d(F’) can be retmognized as JNf,.F’). That Ld(F’) = 
RH,(F’) was shown by other techniques in [9]. 
Example 4.5. A map E%“‘+’ which comes with a map g : P“‘*‘(k)-, E whose 
composite with /b is the pinch map pE is called a pinch extension; the map g is the 
extension map. Consider the pinch extension 
p” = $ ” 0: E” = p”‘+‘(k) v f+‘(,‘)_+ S”‘+’ , 
where the second wedge summand is collapsed to the base point. What is an 
Adams-Milton model for the homotopy-theoretic fiber F” of p”? 
We answer this question via two applications of Theorem 4.1, since two cells 
have been adjoined to Pm+‘(k). We find that 
d(F”) = d(F’)lI R(u,,, u,, u,. . . . . u,,, v,, v,, . . .) . 
I I us=ms+t--7 Iu,l= ms + t* f “Qk I= KS + 1 .f”Qb.J = ~.~+l.ff’QW and 4a,) 
as above; 
4%) = -4 $ ($.T9 u,,-,I ’ 
S=i (4% 
d(v,,) = - k’rr,, - k i i;)[a.c %-,I ’ 
s=I 
Furthermore, using Corollary 3.3 and writing &(E”) = (R( a, b, a’, b’), cl), 
d(b) = -ka, d(b’) = -k’a’, we see that a model for the fiber inclusion 
q” : F”-+ E” has 
d(q”)(u,,) = ad”(b)(d) , ~Qq”)(v,,) = ad”(b)(b). (46) 
5. Iterated relative mod p Samelson products 
We explore in Section 5 another topological interpretation of the countable 
families of generators which occur in our construction of Adams-Hilton models 
for fibers, for pinch extensions. They often represent mod p Kurewicz images of 
iterated relative Samelson products. We verify this for the fiber 7 of Example 
4.5, and we consider it in general as well. We finish with an application relevant to 
the work of Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer [9]. 
Throughout Section 5, we assume m to be even. We let p denote an odd prime, 
and the coefficients k and k’ occurring in Examples 4.4 and 4.5 are assumed to be 
powers of p. We also assume that our groulrd ring R is a subrirlg of (6p in which p is 
not invertible, e.g., Z,,,. 
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Let X be l-connected. An element w E ,pjl(X) is a mod p cycle if d(w) = pu for 
some element II. If w is a mod p cycle, we denote by 6 the corresponding 
homology class in H,(&(X)@Z,) = H,(IRX; Z,,). We recall next some of the 
principal facts about mod p homotopy groups; all of this material may be found in 
]1 1 3 L, . 
The set of homotopy classes [P”(p); X] is denoted n;,(X; Zp). When n 2 3 or 
when n = 2 with X a loop space it has a natural abelian group structure, called the 
rztlz mod p homotopy gror4p of X. For X 1 -connected there is an (internal, 
absolute) Same/son product 
[ ’ Is : T,wx; Z,,) @ ~,,a-m Z*)* n,,,,,.(.RX; ZJ 
which is bilinear and, for p 2 5, satisfies the Jacobi identities for a graded Lie 
bracket. There is also an Hurewicz homomorphism 
h : r#-W Z/J-, H,(RX; Z,,) *- H,(d(X)@Z,) 
satisfying 
the bracket on the right-hand side of (47) denoting the graded commutator in the 
Pontrjagin ring. 
Given a fibration F& Es S”‘+ ‘, we also have the relative Samelson product 
It satisfies the identity 
We refer to elements of r,(aX; Zp) by lower-case letters topped with a tilde, 
e.g., C; the corresponding element in q(X; Z,,) would be denoted u”. We shall 
freely utilize adjoint notation for any of our ‘brackets’, like ad”(u)(C) for 
[C. [C, [I^i. v”],],]R. 
Our first lemma refers to the space F” described in Example 4.5, and it 
mentions an iterated relative Samelson product for the fibration 
W- specialize that example by assuming k and k’ to be powers of p. Let 
6 : I”“+‘( p) ---) E” be the obvious homotopy class for which R(b”) = 6. 
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Lemma 5.1. There is a mod y homotop>~ class C,, E n,( f2F”: Z,, ) WC/I thlt h (C,,) = 
U,, ad 
Qad‘(b”)(v;,)) = t’, . (-1% 
Proof. Let (c$‘)+ denote the homomorphism induced by a$’ on mod p homol- 
ogy. By Example 4.5, (0$‘), is monomorphic. Choose c,, such that q$,,) is 
the homotopy class of the obvious inclusion of Pi+ ‘( p) into E”. Then 
(fw’M(v”,,) = ww’)#(v”,,) = 6’ = tfw’)*tUr,) 
by (46). so h(c,) = v(). Similarly, for s 2 1, 
so le(ad”(~)(~,,)) = r-7,. Cl 
Definition 5.2. Let m be even, and assume k = p is an odd prime in Example 4.4 
Let F? EC)-$“f’ be a fibration, where p is _. pinch extension. the extension map 
being g, : P”‘+‘(p)+ E. The induced diagram of fibrations 
(50) 
leads to a 
F,- E-S 
m+l 
homotopy-commutative diagram involving the actions. 
Putting f = ,cu’( p) and f’ = d( p’), there is a derivation homotopy .I between the 
dga homomorphisms fc ZQ!( g,,) and &( Q+“. Note that &( g,,)f’(z) = 
d( &)(-Pa, ) = -nd( g,,)!,r, ) We call the dga homomorphism f a proper actioii if 
fi = l.:,(,, (cf. Theorem 3.2) and j(z) = -pd( g,,)(a,) and J(z) = 0. A technical 
lemma, whose proof l\e postpone as diversionary until Section 6. guarantees that 
proper actions exist for any pinch extension. A sequence of mod p cycles 
{ r~,, }:jzo C d(F) is called an action sequence for the fibration p if there is a proper 
action f such that IV,,+, = fQ(w,J for all rz 2 0. A sequence of elements ( w,, ),,__,, C
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H,(fW &) = H&W)=,) is an homology action sequence if there is an 
action sequence {w,,} such that o,~ = W,, for each n. 
Obviously, the sequence [u~}~~~~ of Example 4.5 is an action sequence. We are 
particularly interested in homology action sequences which, like {V,}, consist of 
mod p spherical elements (i.e., mod p Hurewicz images). The next lemma will 
allow us to transfer information about relative Samelscn products gleaned from 
the ‘universal example’ F” to other fibers. 
Lemma 5.3. Let F? E 9 S”‘+’ be a fibration, where m is even and p is a pinch 
extension with extension map g , : P”‘+‘(p)+ E. Denote by 6 the image of b in 
T,,~ (0 E; ‘ZJ under (.Rg, ) +. Let f : %d( F) ---) d(F) be a proper action. 
(a) If w is a mod p cycZe in ~4( F), then fQ( w) is a mod p cycle. Hence any 
mod p cycle w initiates an action sequence (( fQ)“( w)} ,, so’ - - 
(b) If w’ is another mod p cycle and w = M”, then fQ(w) = fQ(w’). 
(c) Suppose t3 = R(6) for some 6 E ?r,(fiF; Zt,). Then 
+W~ %I =fQW . 
(d) Zf { o,},,~, is an homology action sequence, and if R(G) = a+, then 
q = R(ad”(C)(G)) , s 2 1 . (52) 
In particular, if the initial term of an homology action sequence is mod p 
spherical. then all terms are mod p spherical. 
Proof. (a) Since w is a mod p cycle, d(w) = 0 (all congruences are modulo p). 
Since f is a proper action, 
dfQW = fQdW + [f(z), wl = 0 - p[d( go)(q), w] = 0, 
so fQ(w) is a mod p cycle too. 
(b) It suffices to show, if W = 0, that fQ(w) =O. If W = 0, then w = d(u) for 
some u, and then fQ(w) = fQd(u) = dfQ(u), so fQ(w) = 0. 
(c) Let t = lG1, and put k = k’ = p in Example 4.5. Let 
g, = g, v r$ : E” = P”‘+‘(p) v P”‘(p)+ E . 
We obtain a diagram of fibrations 
in which g may be viewed as an extension of the map g,, in (SO). Notice that 
d( g)(q,) = (~g)~(~,,) = (Rg)&(&,) = d(fig>,(Q = #i(G) = Gi i.e.. s9( g)(v,,) = 
w + d(u) for some 11. Likewise, diagram (51) extends to the homotopy-commuta- 
tive diagram 
S”’ x (pt)--+ $1’ x F” F” ~ F” 
Let .I be the derivation homotopy associated to the homotopy-commuting 
diagram of dga homomorphisms obtaineu by applying d PO (54); it is a derivation 
homotopy between foZ!!‘&( g) and &( g)f’: Because f is proper, we may assume 
that J(zj = 0. The defining property of a derivation homotopy telf us that 
Because JdQ(u,,) = JQd( u,,) + J( [ z, u,,]) = 0, (55) becomes 
dJQ(u,,) = fQN g)W,J - 4 g)(u, 1 
-fQW + fQW - 4 g)(v,) 
= fQ(w) - 4 g)h I+ dfQ(4 7 
i.e., fQ(w) = A( g)(u,) = (0g),(U,). By Lemma 5.1, then, 
as desired. 
(d) Clear from part (c), by induction on S. q 
Finally, we consider a specialized application. 
Let F? E-$ S”*+’ be a fibration, where p is a pinch extension and let 
g, : 1 3”‘fi(k)-, E be the extension map. As in (50), there is an induced map 
go : F*+ F, where F’ is the fiber of Example 4.4, for this value of k. Given a 
proper action f for p, let a; = d( g,,)(al) and let u.i = (fQ)“-‘(a,) for s 2 2. Then 
{a:} is an action sequence in Sa( F) which satisfies f(z) = - ka, and 
We shall use the elements {a,:}, without further explanation, in the proof of 
Theorem 5.6. 
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Definition 5.4. Let IIZ be even, let p be an odd prime. and let k be a power of p. 
Let p : E-, St”+’ be a pinch extension, with homotopy-theoretic fiber F. For t 2 2 
we call the map p t-pinch-like if all of the following hold: 
(a) The extension map c: : P “j+‘(k)+ E is (1~ + 1)connected. 
(b) There is a dga (R(x,, x,, . . . ) . d), where IX, 1 = ms - 1, together with a 
quism between this dga and M’:(F). Equivalently, SQ F) = R(x, , x1. . . .). 
w (s,+,,L,a is an action sequence. 
(d) c, is mod p spherical. 
(e) Each boundary d(x,,) is purely quadratic, i.e., 
for some coefficients c,Iqs E R. 
Remarks. By Lemma 5.3, ,each S,+,, . /I ~0, is mod p spherical. By Example 4.4 
the pinch map P”‘+‘(k)2 S*“+’ is Z-pinch-like. Any r-pinch-like map is also 
r’-pinch-like, for any t’ > t. Condition 5.4(e) guarantees that d(F) = JH-L,(F; R). 
Definition 5.5. Let F+ Es S”l+’ be a t-pinch-like fibration. A map 
y: P”“-‘(p)+ OF is r-deep, 1-2 1, if 
(i) f&F) = S,; 
(ii) .< extends to a map f : I”“‘-‘( p’) + 0 F; 
(iii) F has a model satisfying .&‘( &IJ) = x,, where we are writing .$P”“( p’)) 
as R(u, v) with d(v) = -pFu. 
Remarks. By Condition 5.4(d) there is always a l-deep map. An r-deep map is 
also r-‘-deep Lor any r’ < Y. Condition (iii) necessitates that d(x,) be divisible by 
pl’* since &(P)(U) = -p-l’d(x,). 
Theorem 5.6. Let FG ES Srlf’ be a t-pinch-like fibration. t 2 2. Let .i? E 
q,,,_, (OF; Z,,) be r-deep, where r 2 2. Let E + be the cofiber of 77: : P”“( p)+ E; 
let p + denote any extension of p over E +. Then p + is t-pinch-like. Letting a 
superscript of ’ + ’ signal an association with p +, denote by h : F* F + the induced 
map on fibers. Then 
Furthermore, there is an (r - 1)-deep element _?+ E q,,,_,(OF’; ZJ. 
Proof. Since we are attaching two cells to E to obtain E+, Theorem 4.1 gives us 
two new countable families of generators in the Adams-Hilton model for F’. 
That is, 
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d(F> ) = ,41(F) Ll R( If,,. 14,. 142. . . .) I1 R( /I,,. u,. u,. . . .> . 
where III, 1 = mt + MS - 1. 1 v, 1 = mt + ms, f + Q(rr, ) = II, _ , . f - Q(v, ) = U, _ , : 
dk,,) = -P-'(fe,"4x,> - k i (: )[a:. II,,-,] . 
\=I 
4v,,) = p,, + x1+,, -k i (:)(a:. u,, ,]. 
$- i 
(57) 
These calculations are straightforward once one recognizes that the first cell 
attachment has the cycle ‘c’ equal to -p- ‘d(x,) and the second has c = PII,, + A-,. 
Define an algebra homomorphism g : d( F + ) --, N = R ( w , . w, . . . . ) . 1 W, 1 = 
nzs - 1, by 
We may make g into a dga homomorphism if we define the differential d on N by 
4%) = 
#Kx., ) if s<t. 
p-‘gd(s,) if s 1 t . 
Then (by checking linearizations) g is a quism. and the corresponding action. also 
denoted _f +. satisfies 
gj”Q(x,) 
f +Q(rr,,) = { w 
if s < t , 
., + I if s 2 t . 
(60) 
Thus (N, d) (respectively the action f ’ ) is an Adams-Hilton model for FL 
(respectively ,u+ ). In particular, condition 5.4(b) holds for p+. 
Let us check the remaining claims. Formula (56) follows from (58). since X: is 
w,, . Condition 5.4(a) for p + is trivially true because t 2 2, and 5.4(e) for p + follows 
from (58) and (59). Part (c) follows from (60) and part (d), which in turn is 
implicit in the assertion that _?’ is (r - I)-deep. Let us construct 2’. 
If f extends to y : P”‘‘- ’ ( p’) --, 0 F, consider the diagram 
p-‘(p).-, pmt-‘( pr)_+ fw’( p’-‘) -pmr_-‘( P) 
I i 
. . = _c * T * : ;+ 
1 1 
p”“_ ‘( p)----+ + OF-CnF t--------- OF’ 
.r IL4 = 
(61) 
Here p”“- ‘( pr- ’ ) is viewed as the cofibei of P”‘‘-I( p)- P”“- ‘( p’). and 0 F- 3 
viewed as being obtained by attaching cells of dimensions greater than mt to ure 
cofiber of Y. Then y’ is the canonical inauced map between cofibers. It is 
straightforward to verify that _?‘ is (r - I)-deep. cl 
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Remwk. Txorem 5.6 is clearly intended to br: applied iteratively. One approach 
is to kenp I q ;ed, and to continue attaching mr-dimensional Moore spaces until 
the -depth’ diminishes from some original Y to 1. However, far more interesting 
spaces may be built by attaching Moore spaces of successively higher dimensions. 
Detailed knowledge about F may be needed to insure that each attaching map is 
r-deep, for suitable r. 
Example 5.7. Let k = p and consider p’ : P”’ ’ ‘( p) + S”? This p’ is 2-pinch-like, 
hence also p-pinch-like. Using [9] it can be shown that there is a 2-deep homotopy 
class 7, E ~,,,,,_.~(flF’; ZP). Letting E’ denote the cofiber of $r,, there is an 
extension p + : E + ---) Smc ’ of p ‘. Then p + is also p-pinch-like, and Theorem 5.6 
allows us to construct an Adams-Hilton model for F’. 
The space E + differs from Pm+’ (p) in that the first occurrence of $-torsion in 
the homotopy of P”” ’ (p) has been eliminated. We may look next for higher 
p-torsion in 7~, E +. If we find some, we may attempt to remove it by attaching a 
Moore space. Continuing in this way, we may be able to construct a pinch 
extension whose total space has little or no higher p-torsion. The possibility of 
such a construction, along with applications to the factorization of loop spaces, 
will be considered in a later work. 
In the event that Theorem 5.6 may be applied iteratively, there is a nice 
formula for the differential on d(F). 
Proposition 5.8. Let k be a power of the odd prime p, and let 2 5 e I 5 e, 5 l * l 5 
e, be a sequence of integers. Let E,, = p”” ‘(k) and let p. = p’ : E,, ---) S”‘+ ’ be the 
pinch map. Suppose there is a sequence of spaces E, , EZ, . . . , Eq in which each Es 
is obtained by attaching an me,-dimensional mod p Moore space to EC_, , the 
attaching maps all being 2-deep. Then the fiber F‘t of a pinch extension 
pq : EC1 --) S”” ’ satisfies 
JW’,)=R(X,,X~,...), Ix,l=ms-1, 
(62) 
where 
a(n) = #{s 1 e, 5 n> . 
Proof. Induct on q. It is true when q = 0, by (42). Using a superscript of ‘ +’ to 
signal the qth stage and no superscript o signal the (q - 1)st stage, we note that 
cy i(n) - a(n) = 
i 
1 ifnze 
0 if n < eq ’ 
q * 
Thus (56) becomes 
_d( A)@) = p” ‘(“‘--x,; . 
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The inductive step combines (62) and (63): 
6. A technical lemma 
This short section contains the technical lemma that we postponed during 
Definition 5.2. We have segregated it into its own section because the nature of its 
proof requires so many ideas that are not encountered anywhere else in the 
paper. It draws heavily upon the concepts and terminology implicit in [5. Section 
81. It is a lemma which those who work with Adams-Hilton models may find 
generally useful. 
Lemma 6.1. Let 
(64) 
be a diagram of pointed spaces and pointed maps which commutes up to ( pointed) 
homotopy; denote the homotopy between fA f, and fJ f2 by G. Let models &(X,). 
Oris4, be given, as weli as models ti( fi ). 0 5 j 5 3. Suppose d( f,,) and 
d( f, )d(h,) are inclusions of ti(X,,) as a split summand into &(X1) and into 
&(X2) respectively, and suppose that &&.,cx,,, = fiC:( f;,)o &,, while 8.uhtx,,, = 
nc:(f,)oe,,l,,,,,,. Then it is possible to choose d( fJ ), and the derivation 
homotopy J between d( fi)& f,) and ti(f&Y( f?), such that (i) st’( fJ)l.T,cx,,, = 
a(f;)Nf2)l.,(x,,, and 6) Jl.,&, = 0. 
Proof. Given any choice of model for f~~~,x,cx,,,, it is possible by [% Theorem 
8.1(h)] to extend it to a model for fJ. Clearly d( f3)d( f2)1.-.y’(,Y,,) is one such choice- 
Claim (i) follows immediately. 
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To obtain claim (ii), it is helpful to recall where the homotopy between 
*d( f; ) Ld( fi ) and M f; ) M .& ) comes from. It comes from the fact that a deriva- 
tion homotopy between these two corresponds naturally with a dga homo- 
morphism from the Baues-Lemaire cylinder M(X, ) to &(X,) uiiitih restricts on 
th; two ends of the cy’linder to &( jd)d(fi ) and to -d( f&d(f,) respectively. This 
dga homomorphism comes from an idchtification of l&(X,) with a model of 
&( I K X, ) of the ‘pointed cylinder’ I ;>< X, . IJltimately , we are viewiitg X, v Xi 
as a subcomplex of 1~ X, , and we are using [S. Theorem 8. I(h)] to extend the 
model -d( f&d( f, ) Ll ,d( f&t@'{ ji) for (f’f, ) v ( f3f2) : X, v X, + X, to a model 
for the topological homotopy 6 : I K X, --j X,. 
In the situation we have here, when we choose ~Qf,)l.:,~,~,,, to be sll(j@Z( &), 
we may simultaneously choose the associated dga homotopy ‘y,. between 
?y4 vd( f4) and 0CL( f,)~e,~ such that 5. I,,,, y ) is the ‘sum’ of the homotopies . 
q: t; I I.d(.t-,,, and fiC:(Gocld hl)“@l ..,\,,- ‘The; Ui.fd v (.&f,> may be extended 
over X, v X, U ~,y,,v,y,I~ u (IX X(,) in such a way that the restriction l.-rc_y,,, of the 
derivation homotopy J. which reflects what our Adams-Hilton model does on the 
piece I K X,, of the cylinder I K X, , is zero. 0 
Remark. The essence of the above proof may be viewed as follows. Ordinarily, 
given a homotopy-commuting square (64). it is not possible to assume that 
Ld(f,P(f,) = 4f3W(f2). even if topologicllly the square commutes on the 
nose. However. when focusing only on the restriction to d(X,,), we may simply 
choose bti( f,) so that these two dga homomorphisms are equal. For claim (ii). 
ordinarily even if Ld( f4)d( f, ) = d( f+i( f2), the derivation homotopy J will not 
vanish, because it reflects information about the particular homotopy G. There 
are also dga homotopies V$ which measure how much the Adams-Hilton models 
for the f, differ from the ‘tdpological’ dga homotphisms fiCi( 4). Because of the 
relationship between X,, and X, and X,, however, we may arrange for *,$ to 
incorporate all the information about Gj, :-_ aV,,. This leaves no information to be 
conveyed bY Jl,q,- which may consequently be taken to be zero. 
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